
HOUSE RULES, AMENDMENTS, CLARIFICATIONS, & ADDITIONS 
 

● 3” proximity rule for friendly units is abolished. Enemy units must obey the 3” proximity rule.  
● Clarification on Venomous: Venomous can be used for either melee or missile troops (depending 

on their classification). For units with Mixed Weapon it must be stated whether venomous is for 
melee or missile OR it can be bought TWICE for use with both abilities. 

● ‘Fearful’ is  banned. Players with Fearful units may keep them but if lost cannot replace them. 
● A Wizardling’s spells must be chosen before the campaign starts (and these must be declared, in 

secret if you like, to the campaign umpire) and then the Wizardling is stuck with these spells for the 
rest of the campaign. New Wizardlings can, of course, choose three different spells. This is done to 
ensure that a full Spellcaster remains a viable and valuable option. 

● War Banners - If a banner is attached to a unit then on a failed courage test the unit does not lose 
an extra strength point – instead they rally round the flag. They still retreat. If a unit with a War 
Banner takes a point of damage then the player causing the hit must roll 2D6 – on a roll of double 1 
the banner is a casualty and the unit can no longer benefit from it. Should a banner be a casualty 
the side that caused the casualty gains one Glory. It costs 1 point to equip a unit with a War banner. 

● Clarification on Wall Of Spears: When activated for a Move a unit that can form Wall of Spears that 
wishes to do so remains STATIONARY and is reformed into Wall of Spears. The player must declare 
this (to make it clear the models in the unit should be formed into two neat lines). If a unit in Wall 
of Spears moves at any point (whether as an activation, combat result, or any other situation) the 
unit is NO LONGER in Wall of Spears (re-order the models into a random pattern to make it clear). 
All the time the unit remains stationary it is in Wall of Spears. Think of the Move activation that 
forms them into Wall of Spears not so much as a physical move as it is a reforming action. 

● Clarification on Befuddle Thee spell: Since an Undead unit is immune to being Battered they are 
therefore immune to the Befuddle Thee spell. 

● An extra point of Glory will be awarded to each player who delivers their Quest boasts in a suitably 
melodramatic/Hollywood/Alan Rickman style! 

● In battles where one player’s army is worth more army points than the other player, the player with 
the smaller army is awarded bonus Glory equal to half the difference. No player may claim more 
than 4 Glory bonus regardless of size difference. 

 
 

BATTLEFIELD SET UP 

The standard battlefield size will be 4’x4’. Though if players feel it necessary they can agree to a larger 
size battlefield, but players should expect the standard size to be 4’x4’.  

Each player must bring 4 – 8 pieces of terrain to the table. A terrain piece is an item of terrain that can 
fit within 8”x8” square but is no smaller than 6”x6” (all sizes are approximates – it’s there or 
thereabouts. Any players taking obvious advantage and being too ‘gamesmanship’ about it are 
encouraged to find a different game to play!). Players are allowed (and are encouraged!) to use larger 
pieces of terrain with larger pieces counting as multiple terrain items (i.e. a terrain piece that is larger 
than 8”x8”, but smaller than 8”x16” will count as 2 terrain items, etc). A road is not considered a terrain 
item since it has no effect on the game (unless players agree that for that battle it does have an effect 
in which case it follows the same following guidelines as a river). A river is counted as 1 terrain piece 
and must enter and exit two different table edges. Walls/fences/linear obstacles are bought in 18” 
lengths with each length counting as 1 terrain piece. 
These terrain pieces are then placed in a pool and players take turns choosing a terrain piece and 
placing it on the table. The defending player chooses first. 
The defender then randomly determines which side he will deploy on (players can decide how this is 
done) with the attacker deploying on the opposite side. 
All battles will be fought using the Bloodbath scenario. Victory conditions will be as outlined in the 
rulebook. Since we are using increased army point totals the End Of Game will be rolled for when there 



are 5 units remaining on table. If the combined points total of the two armies is 70 points or higher 
then End Of Turn is rolled for when there are 6 units remaining on table. 
 
 

NEW SPELLS 

● Ranger Thee!  
Dificulty: 8+ 
Target: friendly unit within 18" 
Duration: Until the start of the players next 'other activation phase' i.e. after wild charges are 
tested or the unit uses the ability 
Effect: The target unit gets the Ranger ability for one combat. 

● Foot Thee!  
Dificulty: 7+ 
Target: friendly unit within 18" 
Duration: The target unit’s next activation or the end of the current player’s turn – whichever 
comes first. 
Effect: The target unit gets the fleet foot ability for one movement. 

● Part Water 
Diffculty: 6+ 

Target: A river or area of water within 18” 

Duration: Until the opposing player’s activation 

Effect: The wizard may part any river or other body of water to allow units to cross unimpeded 
(counts as normal ground).  The passage is 4" wide and up to 12" long.  The effects last until the 
start of the opposing player’s turn.  If the water is usually impassable if any figure is still in the 
parted area when the spell expires they drown, are removed and count as destroyed. 

● Flight 
Diffculty: 7+ 

Target: A friendly unit within 18” 

Duration: Target unit’s next activation or the end of the current player’s turn – whichever 
comes first. 
Effect: The unit may make a flying move (which may be into combat) over terrain and other 
units of up to 10” as per flying ability. The flying unit must still test for activation (during its 
activation – this spell does not activate the unit). 


